
Minutes* 
 

Faculty Consultative Committee 
Tuesday, August 11, 2009 

1:00 – 3:00 
238A Morrill Hall 

 
 
Present: Marti Hope Gonzales (chair), Melissa Anderson, Nancy Carpenter, Carol Chomsky, 

Shawn Curley, Janet Fitzakerley, Kathryn Hanna, Brian Isetts, Walt Jacobs, Russell 
Luepker, Judith Martin, Jan McCulloch, Michael Oakes, Martin Sampson, Kate 
VandenBosch, Cathrine Wambach, Becky Yust 

 
Absent: none counted for a summer meeting 
 
Guests:  Vice President Karen Himle, Assistant Vice President Ann Aronson (University  
  Relations) 
  
Other: none 
 
[In these minutes:  (1) reputation survey; (2)  committee business; (3) Academic Unit Governance Policy 
and Human Resources Policies on Appointments:  Who Can Vote on Hiring Tenure-Track Faculty?] 
 
 
1. Reputation Survey 
 
 Professor Gonzales convened the meeting at 1:00 and welcomed Vice President Himle and 
Assistant Vice President Aronson to the meeting to report on the results of a survey commissioned by 
University Relations on perceptions of the University among Minnesotans. 
 
 Vice President Himle began by explaining that this survey of perceptions was first conducted in 
2001 and has been repeated annually since then.  It is an attempt to get a sense of the broader public views 
of the University.  They have used a different consulting firm each year, so the survey does not follow 
perfect research methodology, but it does provide a broad scan of opinion.  The results are useful for the 
University's work with the legislature and the private sector; it indicates what people are concerned about, 
where the University is seen as getting stronger, and where it can improve.   
 
 Ms. Aronson briefly explained the methodology:  It was a telephone survey with 719 respondents, 
including a random sample of 500 respondents from throughout Minnesota and an over-sample of 219 
opinion leaders (defined as those who are registered to vote in the state of Minnesota, who are college 
graduates, have household incomes greater than $40,000, and who read local or state news at least five 
days a week in a paper or online).  The average interview was 20 minutes, the interviewing occurred 
December 8-14, 2008, and the margin of error is plus/minus 3.4%.  The questions this year focused more 
on financial management because that is an area where the University is perceived to be weak.  She 
promised, in response to a question from Professor Luepker, to report the participation rate. 
 
 The key findings of the survey were these: 
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-- A strong majority of Minnesotans has favorable attitudes toward the University of Minnesota. 
-- Tuition costs are upper-most in the minds of respondents.  
-- Minnesotans have high awareness of specific messages of the Driven to Discover campaign. 
 
 In terms of overall reputation, the survey found this: 
 
-- The reputation of the University of Minnesota is highly respected.  
-- Many attributes are valued by opinion leaders and the general public and appear to be long held 
 beliefs about the “U”.  
-- Athletics and the new stadium have pre-empted academics perceptually to a degree — partly due 
 to the excitement and press and TV coverage of the new stadium.  
 
 The feelings about the University are these: 
 
-- More than six in ten respondents have an overall favorable view of the University of Minnesota. 
-- Opinion leaders are more likely to feel favorably toward the University than are Minnesotans at 
 large. 
-- The main reason for favorable attitudes toward the University is the perception of receiving a 
 quality education. 
-- The main reason for unfavorable attitudes is increased tuition.  
 
 The top reasons for favorable feelings about the University were these: 
 
-- Academic excellence/good education system/good classes/provide a quality education/graduates 
 are successful – 31% 
-- The medical field/hospital/medical research is top notch/do lots of medical 
 research/transplants/good medical, dental school/doctors/nurses - 19% 
-- I’m an alum/I graduated from there/got my masters there/I went there for awhile - 16% 
-- They have established themselves as a research institution/research based institution/quality 
 research facilities/quality grants - 15% 
-- Have family who went there/my husband went there/my kids are going there/my grandkids were 
 satisfied - 13% 
-- High quality university/good college/doing a good job/top notch university - 12% 
-- Good curriculum, lot of different things to choose from/broad offering of 
 curriculum/programs/excellent choice of classes/outreach programs – 11%  
 
Professor Martin inquired if the finding that 12% believe this is a high-quality university can be 
interpreted to mean that the strategic-positioning message is not getting through.  Ms. Aronson thought 
not because there are a lot of other messages coming from the University as well.  Professor Isetts 
inquired if the reputation of the Medical School has increased or decreased from previous years.  Ms. 
Aronson said it has increased.   
 
 The top reasons for unfavorable feelings about the University were these: 
 
-- Tuition costs/tuition is astronomical/not competitive/average person living in Minnesota  
 shouldn’t have to pay higher tuition than out-of-state students - 38% 
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-- Too liberal/very biased in what they teach, they are very left wing/everything leans toward  
 socialism/devoid of balanced education - 13% 
-- Spending/don’t spend their money wisely/waste money - 12% 
-- Get too much money from the state/it’s all about money and government/they’re looking for more  
 money/should look at how they could cut - 10% 
-- Athletics/sports people that have gotten into trouble/spend too much money on sports/too much  
 emphasis on sports - 10% 
 
 University attributes were these: 
 
-- High quality education continues to be rated highly in terms of importance and performance. 
-- Economic and financial issues are becoming increasingly important to the public and opinion  
 leaders.  
-- The University receives its lowest performance ratings on providing a good-value education for  

the tuition dollar and being a good financial manager, which rated as “most important” to the 
public and opinion leaders.  
 
Attributes that are important to the public are these: 
 

-- Good-value education for the tuition dollars - 85% important; 60% very important 
-- High-quality graduate and professional education - 85% important; 52% very important 
-- High-quality undergraduate education - 84% important; 49% very important 
-- Good manager of its financial resources - 83% important 54% very important 
-- Creating highly skilled and educated employees - 82% important; 48% very important 
-- Discovering cures for chronic diseases - 81% important; 49% very important 
-- World-class medical school - 80% important; 45% very important 
 
The "very importants" increased this year, Ms. Aronson reported. 

 
 Attributes that describe the University are these: 
 
-- High-quality graduate and professional education – 64% describes, 18% describes completely 
-- World-class medical school - 59% describes, 21% describes completely 
-- Provides public service to Minnesotans, such as hospital care, veterinary services, life-long 
 learning and the arts – 59 % describes, 20% describes completely 
-- High-quality undergraduate education - 55% describes, 16% describes completely 
-- Creates highly skilled and educated employees - 52% describes, 12% describes completely 
-- Conducts research that improves Minnesotans’ quality of life- 51% describes, 15% describes 
 completely 
-- Discovers cures for chronic diseases - 48% describes, 14% describes completely 
-- Provides a good-value education for the tuition dollars  - 42% describes, 12% describes 
 completely 
-- One of the top three research universities in the world - 37% describes, 15% describes completely 
-- Creates jobs and businesses in the state - 37% describes, 10% describes completely 
-- Prepares qualified and effective elementary and secondary school teachers - 37% describes, 9%  
 describes completely 
-- Helps keep the state’s economy strong - 34% describes, 10% describes completely 
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-- Good manager of its financial resources - 27% describes, 6% describes completely  
-- Discovers innovative solutions to world problems, such as poverty and hunger - 25% describes,  
 6% describes completely 
 
 Professor Oakes asked whether they had any sense of the difference between the views of opinion 
leaders and those of the general public.  Ms. Aronson said the opinion leaders rate the University more 
highly.  That is probably because they know more about the University and are more understanding, Ms. 
Himle added. 
 
 Ms. Aronson turned next to financial management issues. 
 
-- Financial management concerns have increased overall 
-- On a few financial-management issues opinion leaders rate the University as doing a better job  
 than Minnesotans at large. 
 

In terms of Rating The University On Specific Financial Management Issues: 
 
-- The University of Minnesota has made reasonable funding requests of the legislature  27% agree,  
 16% disagree 
-- The University of Minnesota has been doing more with less funding  23% agree, 16% disagree 
-- The University of Minnesota has made reasonable tuition increases  21% agree, 27% disagree 
-- The University of Minnesota stays within its budget  18% agree, 15% disagree 
-- The University of Minnesota spends the right amount of money on sports  17% agree, 31%  
 disagree 
-- The University of Minnesota has focused on cutting extra spending from its operations  15%  
 agree, 19% disagree 
-- The University of Minnesota spends the right amount of money on nonessential items and  
 activities    15% agree, 18% disagree 
-- The University of Minnesota devotes the right amount of money to administrative expenses  

14% agree, 17% disagree 
 
Professor Martin commented that these results demonstrate that people do not know what is going on at 
the University—they have an opinion but no way to know.  But perception is reality, Ms. Himle 
responded, and the University needs to avoid harm that could arise from these misperceptions.   
 
 With respect to "Driven to Discover," 
 
-- More than half say they recall specific messages from the campaign. 
-- Opinion leaders are more likely to recall those messages than Minnesotans at large. 
 
 Ms. Aronson noted summary points: 
 
-- Great research 
-- Great education 
-- Tuition too high 
-- Financial management concerns increase 
-- Driven to Discover continues to resonate and make a difference 
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Professor Oakes said there could be another bullet:  People have little clue about how the University 
works and it should leverage how little people know.  They have thought about how to galvanize the 
460,000 alumni, Ms. Himle said, many of whom have no connection to the University.  Some research 
universities are providing services to alumni and they (in University Relations) have begun to ask what 
the University might learn from those that do so.  The University of Michigan is completely reframing its 
alumni association; Minnesota will consider doing so as well.  The University must get to people who 
have its degree.   
 
 Professor Hanna commented that she has degrees from three universities; Minnesota is the only 
one that requires one to pay to belong to the alumni association.  And the others routinely send her 
materials.  Ms. Himle said they are thinking about change. 
 
 Professor Martin said, with respect to the perceptions about financial management and the public 
not believing the University is doing as well as it could, part of that is the stories they read.  These results 
predate the present kerfuffle; attention is given to the issues surrounding Dr. Polly but there is no story 
about the millions of dollars in savings the University has achieved through energy efficiency.  There is 
no incentive to tell the latter story.  Ms. Himle observed that conflict-of-interest is not the same as 
financial management; those who perceive financial-management problems believe the University should 
be run like a business.  Professor Martin expressed doubt the general public would make that distinction.  
Ms. Himle responded that some believe the rules are out of whack, but the legislature might take the view 
that the University is wasting money, not that it has poor conflict-of-interest or regulatory structures (that 
could also be poorly managed).  The point is that the University is big and most have no idea how a 
research university runs; business leaders think it should be run like a business.  Her message is that the 
University has business-like aspects but it should not be compared to Wal-Mart; this gets into a very 
murky debate about financial management.   
 
 This is a difficult issue, Professor Sampson commented.  The University does not declare a 
dividend, but people look at the increases in costs and say it is doing something wrong.  It is hard in that 
context to bring to the surface the fact that the University has trained most of the doctors and dentists in 
the state.  Vice President Himle said that sometimes when people raise the question of cuts, she asks them 
which part of knowledge would they like to see cut.   
 

People have a low level of information, not only about the University but others as well, such as 
light rail, Professor Sampson said.  Ten years ago there was a lot of criticism of the University and the 
situation is much better now.  It only takes one bad scandal, Ms. Himle cautioned.  When she came to the 
University, everything was focused on the athletic scandal and views of all else were muted.  But people 
do have views.  What is important is whether that view is getting better or worse, Professor Sampson said.  
He added that Ms. Himle was right to review the role and function of the Alumni Association.  One item 
of the University's reputation is that it is a component of state pride, Ms. Himle said, and it has not 
galvanized its alumni and gotten them connected with the legislature.  The University is vulnerable to the 
perception that it receives too much money, but that is because people do not know the University; it must 
create that knowledge and recreate connections with alumni. 
 
 Professor Isetts said that he inquired about the trends with respect to the Academic Health Center 
because it has made significant reorganization decisions.  If the perceptions are improving, why is it 
making the changes?  He asked whether it is possible to get breakdowns of the data for the AHC.  It is, 
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Ms. Aronson said, but she cautioned that people have little knowledge of how the AHC does things and 
little knowledge of reorganization changes—this survey only gauged opinion. 
 
 Professor McCulloch asked whether the questions are about higher education generally, versus 
the University specifically, especially when large numbers have no opinion.  Ms. Himle said the 
suggestion to differentiate between the two was an excellent one. 
 
 Professor Yust said she thought the College of Continuing Education did create services for 
returning alumni (for which there is a charge), and her college is using LinkedIn as a way to quickly share 
information with alumni.  How will Margaret Carlson's retirement affect what will be done?  Ms. Himle 
noted that the Alumni Association is a separate 501(c)(3) organization, but the Director has a dual 
appointment as an associate vice president.  Professor John Adams and Dean John Finnegan are on the 
search committee, and she has asked for a thorough assessment of the Association and what it should do.  
There has been a shift away from the model of the last 25 years—but Ms. Carlson did an outstanding job.  
As they evaluate candidates, they will also look at what changes may be needed. 
 
 It is not just the alumni that need to hear from the University, Professor Anderson suggested.  She 
hears about three times per week from her children's college about what good work it is doing.   
 
 Professor VandenBosch asked what the expected response of Minnesota legislators to the survey 
would be.  Would they differ in their responses from those of the general public or opinion leaders?  
Professor Sampson said there are a lot of alumni in the legislature, and the quest to be in the top three has 
left the bad days in the dust, but some believe the state would be better off with a pretty good university 
that contributes to the state.  Ms. Himle added that in the context of a research university in the state, she 
is terrified of the perception that it would acceptable to be mediocre. 
 
 Professor Gonzales thanked Vice President Himle and Assistant Vice President Aronson for 
joining the meeting. 
 
2. Committee Business 
 
 Professor Gonzales next reported on several matters. 
 
-- The Committee voted unanimously to support Minnesota's continuing representation on the 
Steering Committee of the Coalition on Intercollegiate Athletics.  She sent messages to the Faculty 
Athletic Representatives and to the chairs of the two athletic committees; three of them concurred with 
the Committee's position (the fourth was not available to respond).  She said she will send a message to 
Vice President Brown asking that the University continue to provide support. 
 
-- She received a message from Lynn Zentner, Director of Compliance, notifying her that Ms. 
Zentner is appointing a committee, with representatives from across the University, to address ways to 
educate the faculty on compliance issues.  Ms. Zentner inquired whether representatives from this 
Committee and the Committee on Faculty Affairs would be willing to serve.  Professors Oakes and 
Anderson both volunteered; Professor Hanna said she would ask for a representative from the Committee 
on Faculty Affairs. 
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-- This is Professor Sampson's last year as faculty legislative liaison, so the Committee must 
identify someone to replace him, and to begin serving in the spring so there is overlap in service.  The 
larger question is how to mobilize the faculty, Professor Sampson said; the University is heading into a 
rough time and the legislative liaison will need to generate more faculty interest. 
 
3. Academic Unit Governance Policy and Human Resources Policies on Appointments:  Who 

Can Vote on Hiring Tenure-Track Faculty? 
 
 Professor Gonzales turned to Professor Chomsky to return to a discussion held last spring about 
an apparent conflict between the "Academic Unit Governance" policy and the policy on "Academic 
Appointments with Teaching Functions."  The question arose because of issues percolating in the Law 
School, Professor Chomsky related, and she came to the Committee last spring for guidance.  [The two 
policies can be found at http://www.fpd.finop.umn.edu/groups/senate/documents/policy/acadgovpol.html 
and http://policy.umn.edu/groups/hr/documents/policy/teaching_pol.cfm] 
 
 The issue in the Law School arises because they have non-tenure-track (NTT) clinical faculty 
who are full-time faculty.  There have been questions about their status and hierarchy and they have 
talking about how to define the status of and relationship between the two groups, the NTT faculty and 
the regular faculty.  Their constitution provides that the NTT faculty may participate in all decisions 
affecting them, which includes curriculum decisions and most other matters that the faculty consider, but 
does not include the hiring of tenured and tenure-track (TTT) faculty or the tenure decision for tenure-
track faculty.  The Law School regular faculty has invited participation of the NTT faculty in interviews 
with TTT faculty, and they participate in the meetings, but they do not vote.  As a marker of status, the 
regular faculty would like to be able to consider allowing the NTT faculty to participate and vote on the 
hiring decision (but not the tenure decision).   
 
 One of the appendices to the policy on "Academic Appointments with Teaching Functions," that 
governs the appointment process ("4A. Academic Professionals Who Hold Primary Responsibility for 
Teaching") provides:  "Governance: Individuals holding academic professional appointments with 
responsibility primarily for instruction have input into decisions in their units relating to the policies, 
courses and programs in which they are involved.  They do not participate in the decisions regarding the 
appointment, promotion, tenure, or retention of faculty." 
 
 At the same time, the "Academic Unit Governance" policy provides that "3.  Governance 
mechanisms that provide for participation by all appropriate groups in the decision-making processes of 
the unit shall be established, subject to the primary responsibility of the regular faculty within the unit 
with respect to the matters identified above.  It is expected that the regular faculty would exercise this 
primary responsibility in consultation with the dean separate from the ordinary departmental governance 
structures only rarely, and as a last resort, if a department is divided over a fundamental issue or unable to 
reach a decision about the issue through the use of its normal processes."  Professor Chomsky said her 
memory of the discussion at the time this policy was adopted that it meant the TTT faculty hold ultimate 
authority over certain things (research policy, curriculum and degree requirements, and academic 
personnel) but that it allowed academic units to decide to involve P&A staff or any others as they wish, 
including in hiring decisions, so long as the TTT faculty can take back the authority if they believe it 
necessary.  Section 4 of the policy provides that "only members of the tenured faculty may formally 
participate/vote in tenure decisions.  Only regular faculty members at higher ranks may formally 
participate/vote in promotion decisions.  (Non-regular faculty in the Medical School who hold full time 
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appointments involving teaching, research and service at affiliated hospitals may be permitted to 
participate in promotion decisions, but not in tenure decisions.)  Recommendation by vote of the regular 
faculty is required prior to hiring regular faculty for that unit." 
 
 These two provisions seem to be in opposition, Professor Chomsky said, and she thought that the 
"Academic Unit Governance" policy took precedence—but the other is also policy.  The Committee did 
not finish its discussion when she brought the matter to it last spring, but it should, because there are 
implications for NTT faculty and there could be variations across units under the "Academic Unit 
Governance" policy.  She said she is looking for guidance on what is actually allowed.  If her 
interpretation is correct, the Human Resources policy "Academic Appointments with Teaching 
Functions" will need to be changed. 
 
 Professor Hanna agreed that the Human Resources policy will need to be clarified, but noted that 
as far as the administration is concerned, all of these votes are advisory.  Professor Chomsky agreed. 
 
 Professor Isetts commented that the Academic Health Center is confronting these same issues, 
and promotion is a key issue.  What change does the Committee want?  Professor Chomsky said she 
would like to see the Committee confirm her understanding of the "Academic Unit Governance" policy, 
that the TTT faculty can decide to grant voting rights to NTT faculty on hiring of TTT faculty, and that 
the Human Resources policy needs to be amended. 
 
 Professor Sampson, alluding to language in paragraph 3 in the "Academic Unit Governance" 
policy "if a department is divided over a fundamental issue") said that the appointment of faculty to 
tenure-track positions is fundamental to a university and that he would need to be persuaded that such 
appointments are NOT a fundamental issue.  Professor Chomsky agreed that it is but that the policy 
provides the regular faculty could not PERMANENTLY give voting rights to NTT faculty—the regular 
faculty cannot give away that authority and can take it back if they determined the need to do so. 
 
 Professor Martin said that the idea of the "Academic Unit Governance" policy is that the TTT 
faculty will always have control of any decision with respect to hiring.  Units could allow discussion by 
others, but only the TTT faculty can vote.  So, Professor Chomsky concluded, Professor Martin is of the 
view that the Human Resources policy is correct:  NTT faculty may not vote. 
 
 Professor Yust noted that the Human Resources policy precedes the "Academic Unit 
Governance" policy and came out of the tenure debate in the mid-1990s.  The latter is a more general 
governance policy and there should be a group to evaluate what would be appropriate changes in the 
policies.   
  
 Professor Wambach said that changing the Human Resources policy to allow the TTT faculty in a 
unit to give P&A and NTT faculty the right to vote on hiring could create a lot of mischief. If units are 
given the authority to decide if their NTT faculty can vote and decide not to allow it, the decision could 
create tension and animosity in the unit. If the TTT faculty vote to allow the NTT faculty to vote and later 
concluded it wished to withdraw that right, such a decision could create even more tension and animosity. 
Hiring TTT faculty has to do with a lot more than education—it is also related to the research mission. 
She said she understood why the Law School might want the change, but said she believes the current 
policy is for the better. Professor Oakes said he shared Professor Wambach's concerns about the potential 
for mischief. He also agrees with Professor Chomsky that it should not be a two-class world—but it is a 
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two-class world. How would taking back voting authority work? That would be defined by the unit, 
Professor Chomsky responded. That provision needs more work, Professor Oakes suggested. 
 
 Professor VandenBosch also agreed with Professor Wambach and Professor Martin and said the 
Human Resources policy is correct.  In her view, hiring a tenure-track faculty member is the first 
referendum on tenure, and if it is one point in a progression, the same people should be voting all along 
the way.   
 
 Professor Sampson recalled that the "Academic Unit Governance" policy involved some very 
difficult discussions; the motivation for the policy was the changes universities are seeing, with NTT 
faculty becoming a bigger part of them.  If there is to be a change, it should be more than fine-tuning the 
policy to accommodate one unit—the changes must fit across the University.   
 
 Professor Yust pointed out that there is a Human Resources document that is eleven single-spaced 
pages with all the titles that a unit can use.  Perhaps it is time to look at it to see if it needs new language.  
Professor Chomsky said she had not heard that this is an issue in any other unit, but Professor Isetts said it 
is an issue in all six of the AHC colleges. 
 
 Professor Isetts also reported that the language in parentheses in paragraph 4 of the "Academic 
Unit Governance" policy ((Non-regular faculty in the Medical School who hold full time appointments 
involving teaching, research and service at affiliated hospitals may be permitted to participate in 
promotion decisions, but not in tenure decisions)) created an exception that has been removed.  That is 
also an issue that is festering and needs to be addressed in a systematic way.   
 
 Professor Chomsky said she was not asking for a policy change to fit the Law School, but rather 
wanted to see what others think the policy means.  She is persuaded by the comments of Committee 
members that her interpretation of the Academic Unit Governance policy is not shared.  She said she did 
not wish to reopen discussion of the policy, but said there remains the larger issue of contract faculty, 
which continues to come up.  It may be time to try to get a handle on the categories of appointment and 
how they are being used and what role the contract faculty should play. 
 
 Professor Martin said that what she was hearing is that professional schools have problems that 
are different from CLA, CBS, and IT.  She said she would be reluctant to see a revised policy that 
reflected only professional-school needs.  The "Academic Unit Governance" policy permits colleges to 
allow others (non-TTT faculty) to participate, but only up to the point of a vote.  Would the policy allow 
P&A staff to serve on search committees and participate in discussions, Professor Luepker inquired?  
Some units might permit that, Professor Martin responded.   
 
 Professor Isetts commented that in terms of curriculum, the contract faculty in the AHC 
contribute to the mission.  
 
 Professor Gonzales inquired what the Committee wished.  Professor Chomsky said the policies 
appear to be correct but that if would make sense for someone from the Law School to talk with the AHC 
about what they are doing, and some issues might have to come back to the Committee.  Professor 
McCulloch said it needs to be made very clear to units what they are supposed to do.  Professor Isetts said 
the issue has to be looked at in a more systematic way.   
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 Professor Martin expressed surprise that the parenthetical language in paragraph 4 of the 
"Academic Unit Governance" policy had been revoked in the AHC.  She pointed out that administrative 
officers do not have the authority to negate institutional policy unilaterally.  Professor Isetts said he would 
clarify what has actually happened and report back to the Committee.   
 
 Professor Gonzales accepted a motion that the professional school representatives should identify 
the issues and problems and then this Committee can figure out what the implications are for faculty 
governance.  The Committee voted unanimously in favor of the motion. 
 
 Professor Wambach said this discussion reminds her of the one that has taken place about the 
decline in the number of TTT faculty and the Committee's question to the Provost about how to decide 
the appropriate size of the faculty and the appropriate balance between those who are and are not on the 
tenure track.  There will be tough decisions the University must face, driven to them because of the high 
cost of bringing in TTT faculty.  Units choose to hire NTT faculty instead.  (It was noted, however, that 
the number of TTT faculty at the University of Minnesota has actually increased slightly in recent years, 
and that the expansion of contract/term faculty has taken place in only two units, the Medical School and 
Nursing.)  Professor Yust said that in her department, the evaluation standards for NTT faculty and TTT 
faculty are similar; the difference is that the former do not receive start-up packages.  What best serves 
the goal of the institution?  There are a number of institutions without tenure, but they are primarily 
teaching institutions.  If research is to be protected, tenure must be retained.  Professor Luepker 
commented that his college has contract faculty who are hired to do research—and they look more and 
more like regular faculty who do both teaching and research.  They look just like their neighbors—and 
that is a problem.  That is why in her unit they do not discriminate on salary, Professor Yust responded. 
 
 The issue at hand, Professor McCulloch said, is whether decisions about the future of a unit will 
be based solely on cost.  When a unit is short of money, it hires NTT faculty, but if it is flush, they always 
hire TTT faculty. 
 
 Professor Gonzales thanked everyone for attending and adjourned the meeting at 2:50. 
 
      -- Gary Engstrand 
 
University of Minnesota 


